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ABSTRACT One of the fundamental problems of theoretical electrocardiology is to
determine the potential distribution on the surface of the torso due to the time-
varying dipolar heart source. In this paper we present a rigorous derivation of the
integro-differential equations for the potential, containing, for the first time, the
effects of the time dependence of the source and the dielectric properties of the
medium. These equations provide a general and rigorous basis from which to attack
the problem numerically on a computer and permit the use of a detailed model of
the thorax as a multiple region volume of different dielectric and conducting proper-
ties.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental problems of theoretical electrocardiology is to determine
the potential distribution over the surface of the torso produced by an internal time-
varying source (dipolar, quadrupolar, etc.). Historically, this problem has been
attacked analytically by making simplifying assumptions about both the electrical
and geometrical properties of the thorax (see, for example, the excellent bibliography
in reference 11). Approaching the problem in this way, such assumptions as an in-
finite homogeneous medium or a finite homogeneous medium of spherical or
prolate spheroidal shape have been made.
More recently, it has been recognized that the computer may be a useful tool in
attacking the problem, since more complex geometries and electrical properties may
be assumed. These may be closer representations of the human physiology; that is,
time-dependent sources embedded within an inhomogeneous conducting and di-
electric medium of irregular configuration. Gelernter and Swihart (4) used impres-
sive physical intuition to derive a system of equations (the G-S equations) for the
charge produced on each element of a surface mosaic, and from this to derive the
potential distribution; however, time dependence and dielectric effects were ig-
nored.
In this paper we give a rigorous derivation of the integro-differential equations
which relate the sources to the potentials produced on the surfaces of an inhomogene-
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ous medium of arbitrary shape. In the derivation we include the effect of the time
dependence of the cardiac electrical generator (and of the resulting charges and
potentials) and the effect of the dielectric properties of the torso. Other authors
(2, 4-6) have heuristically ignored time dependence at the outset, implicitly assuming
that a small term in a partial differential expression only produces small perturba-
tions upon solutions of the resulting equations. This is not necessarily true, and it is
preferable (if possible) to retain the time-dependent terms and examine their im-
portance a posteriori. Even if we make the customary assumption that time-de-
pendent effects are negligible, it is by no means obvious that the dielectric effects
(induced polarization) can be ignored.
There is no compelling reason to make a priori assumptions about the time-de-
pendent terms arising from the time variation of the source. These terms only
slightly complicate the expressions, and they can easily be carried through the
derivation. It. is found in this paper that the time effects and dielectric effects enter
the integro-differential equations in such an interrelated manner, that if time-de-
pendent terms can be ignored, then essentially so may the dielectric effects. However,
if these terms cannot be ignored, the dielectric effects enter the resulting time-de-
pendent equations in a somewhat complex manner.
Ideally, we should adopt the above philosophy when considering the term aB/at
in Maxwell's equations, i.e., we should carry it during the development and assess
its importance by examining the final result. Unfortunately, including this term
makes the problem intractable, and we have no alternative but to set it to 0 at the
outset. In Appendix I, we give some justification for this.
In the context of human electrophysiology, there is some experimental evidence to
indicate that all of the time-dependent terms are probably negligible. However, this
has not been shown rigorously. Mathematically it is a complex property of the
integro-differential operators we derive. If time can be ignored, we have established
the results mentioned above, that the dielectric properties of the media vanish from
the equations. However, if the time-dependent effects are not negligible, particularly
in the context of the time-dependent (as opposed to a constant) source, then we
provide a tool (equations 35 or 56) for further study of the problem.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In section II we state the time-dependent
boundary conditions, using familiar results to establish the notation. In section III
we derive the integro-differential equation for the surface densities of charge on the
interfaces between n regions. From these charge densities the resulting potentials
are easily obtained. Integro-differential equations which give the potentials directly
are derived in section IV.
The G-S equations are a discrete analogue of the steady-state limit of our equa-
tions (section III) with the dielectric effects ignored. In reference 4 and other papers
(5, 6), Gelerntner and Swihart also discussed the numerical solution of their equa-
tions for several geometries, some simple enough to be checked against known
analytical results. It can be shown (1, 9) that the numerical techniques suggested in
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reference 4 are adequate only when simple geometries, such as spheres, are being
considered. The geometries involved in the human torso are sufficiently complex to
demand the use of more sophisticated numerical techniques.
Barr et al. (2) have used Green's theorem to derive an integral equation which
gives the potential distribution directly. They obtain equations for one- and two-
region geometries without time-dependent effects. These equations, which are again
subtle to treat numerically (1, 9), are special cases of the equations derived in sec-
tion IV.
Our treatment of integrals with singular integrands is somewhat cavalier, since
we have attempted not to obscure the main points of this paper by a high degree of
mathematical precision. However, all the steps that have been taken in this slightly
imprecise manner can be rigorously justified (8).
II. BASIC ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
The purpose of this section is to derive from Maxwell's equations (7, 10) an equa-
tion for the potential produced by a dipole source embedded in a dielectric (equa-
tion 17). Boundary conditions are desired for interfaces where there are discontinui-
ties in the dielectric or conducting properties of the medium (equations 18 and 19).
We shall thus arrive at a suitable starting point from which, in sections III and IV,
we derive the various integro-differential equations.
For simplicity the medium will be assumed to be linear, isotropic, and homogene-
ous, although ideally this is probably not a good assumption. A muscle fiber, for
example, would not be expected to have isotropic properties. However, although the
necessary extension of the theory to include anisotropic properties is straightforward,
the distribution of the anisotropies appears to be so fragmentary and the knowledge
thereof so incomplete that it would be impossible to translate the theory into prac-
tice. Thus, in the present treatment, regions of the body such as the lungs or cardiac
ventricles will be taken to have homogeneous and isotropic properties.
A. Basic Equations
In Appendix I, some order-of-magnitude estimates establish that V X E = 0, and
so E may be obtained from a scalar potential function
E = -V+. (1)
The potential due to a continuous volume distribution of charge p throughout the
volume V and a surface distribution of charge co on various surfaces S is
1()= dq(r')47re0 r - '
I p(r' dV+ fo (r) dS} (2)
217MsOl r-r' Jr -rr'
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In particular, for a two-point charge distribution (located at r' and rl') in a
vacuum
p(r) = q{6(r - r') -6(r -rl') (3)
where a is the Dirac delta function. The electric dipole moment is defined by
M = q(r' - rl') (4)
and the potential at a field point r in the limit of vanishing separation
4()=I M-(r -r')(547re r-r' 13
A volume distribution of polarization with electric dipole moment per unit
volume m(r') produces a potential
I()=4 m(r') (r, 1r') dV'
1Ief m*V'I r1- dV'. (6a)
The integrals in equation 6 a have singular integrands when the field point r coin-
cides with the source point r'. The prescription for handling these singularities is
developed in Appendix III. Using the Divergence Theorem, we may alternatively
write equation 6 a as
+(r) = {fIfmdS + f V.m dV'} (6b)
Equations 6 a and 6 b are exactly equivalent expressions for the potential due to a
specified distribution of polarization.
B. Dielectric Media
The above equations for the field produced by electric dipoles in a vacuum are inde-
pendent of the source of the dipoles. In a dielectric medium, however, the polariza-
tion is induced by the electric field. Thus the volume density of polarization is a func-
tion of the potential o, and both sides of equation 6 contain the unknown potential.
The susceptibility tensor x relates the induced dipole moment per unit volume P
to E
P = eoxE eoxV4o. (7)
For linear, isotropic, and piecewise homogeneous media, x reduces to a piecewise
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constant scalar. Defining D by
D = eoE + P, (8)
we have
D = eo(l + x)E = KeoE =eE (9)
where K = 1 + x is the dielectric constant (for a particular region) and
e= Keo (10)
is the permittivity of the dielectric with eo the permittivity of the vacuum. (Note:
for air, K is very close to 1; for water and presumably body tissue, K is about 80.
It certainly seems, therefore, that any theoretical treatment of electrophysiology
should include a discussion of dielectric effects; this is one of the objectives of the
present paper.) Then Maxwell's equation
V-D = p (11)
becomes
VE = p/e (12)
and
V2ct = -P/e. (13)
Now consider a point charge situated at the origin and embedded in dielectric
material. In this case
p(r') = q5(r'), (14)
and from equations 7, 10, and 12
VP= (x/K)q6(r'). (15)
The potential at r due to a point charge and due to the induced polarization is ob-
tained using equations 2, 6 b, and 15 as
xq + I ~P. dS'
4(4)K+(K r I+ of1Ir-r'I
-1 q + I xef(- olan)dS' (16)
4wre Io E i4hedr or-r' o
where - 6q/an is the component of E in the direction of the outward-drawn normal
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aoto the surface. It will often be convenient to write En = - d. Note that the un-an
known 0 appears on both sides of equation 16.
We now consider both charges q and noninduced dipoles m embedded in the
dielectric. In the general case there may be several dielectric regions Vi (i = 1, * I)
each bounded by several surfaces Sij = 1 *- - J(i)). The result is
F dqi(rI) 1 1 (r - r')-dm(r')
¢(r) = v,Ir-r' I 47r v, r-re 13
(~~~~(7
j-lTe XtEoj| r- n/sJdS s.j (17)i=1 47,reo aji r'I
Here CIO is the component of the electric field in region (i) in the direction
of the outward-drawn normal to the surface (ij).
C. Boundary Conditions for Dielectrics with Finite Conductivity
Previously we have assumed the media to be nonconductors. Let us consider now
dielectric media with nonzero conductivity o-. When an electric field is applied, two
effects occur: polarization is induced in the media as discussed above, but in addi-
tion there will be some migration of free charges because of the finite conductivity.
It is easily shown (Appendix II) that the volume charge density within a conductor
is always 0.
At the boundary between two such regions Gauss's law and charge conservation
together with Ohm's law provide the necessary boundary conditions relating the
electric field strengths on the two sides of the boundary. Consider regions (i) and
(j) separated by the surface (ij). Call the field in region (i) at the surface (ij) in the
direction of the outward-drawn normal to the surface, i.e. from (i) to (j), Ei, (and
similarly E,i). The properties of the region (i) are labeled ei, ofj, and the surface
charge density on the surface (ij) is called wcij. In Fig. 1 a "pill box" is indicated
which has been flattened to the limit where the curved surface approaches zero area.
Applying equation 11 and using the divergence theorem, we obtain in the limit
ejEij + ejEj, = -w,ij. (18)
Similarly applying the charge continuity equation and the divergence theorem to
the "pill box"
ao,E,j + o-jEj,i = dht (19)ait
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where the conductivity o- is defined through Ohm's law
j = aE. (20)
Solving equations 18 and 19 for the normal components of E on the two sides of
the boundary, we have
Ei (' + ei d )/ (oiej -j,) (21)
and similarly for Eji.
It is tempting to drop the time-dependent part of the boundary condition, since
the ratio of the first to the second term in equation 21 is o-/27rfe wheref is the fre-
quency of a typical Fourier component. For electrocardiological frequencies this
ratio is probably much greater than unity (see Appendix II). However at this point
E1~~~~~~Ei
Eji FiGuRE 1 At the surface between region
/Ej i and j Gauss's theorem is applied to a
"pill box."
we cannot be sure that a small difference in the boundary conditions produces only
small differences in the equations obtained later. In the interests of generality (and
at little cost in complication) we retain the time-dependent term.
Equation 17 togetherwith the boundary conditions, equation 21, provide the basis
for the following derivations.
III. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR CHARGE
In this section an integro-differential equation will be derived for the surface charge
distribution due to a dipole source in conducting dielectric medium. The numerical
solution of this equation is outlined in the forthcoming paper (1). For simplicity
the case of a single region (numbered 2) surrounded by air (numbered 1) will be
treated first. This would be applicable if the torso were modeled as a single homo-
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geneous region. The multiregion case, applicable to an inhomogeneous torso
model, will be discussed in section III B.
A. Homogeneous Conducting Dielectric Surrounded by Air
Consider (see Fig. 2) noninduced polarization m situated in region 2 (permittivity
E2, finite conductivity 02) surrounded by air in region 1 (cl = -o, a, = 0). We adhere
to the notation introduced in section II C. The potential is, from equation 17,
1 (r - r')-dm(r') I W1n(r')dSi2
47rEJ2 Ir-r1 47reo 812 Ir-I
+ 4r 112 X-eE dS12 (22)4Io121r- r' I
subject to the boundary conditions, equations 18 and 19. Consider a point r just
SI12
VI
V2
02 FIGURE 2 Noninduced polarization n is situated in re-
gion 2 (pernittivity 2, finite conductivity or2), surrounded
by air in region I (el = eo a, = 0).
outside the surface S,2 . (Let us write r -r' = r; we shall denote a normal deriva-
tive in VI at the surface S12 in the direction from 1 to 2 by the operator a12. Note
that c1u = - a21 only when operating on functions which have a continuous deriva-
tive across the boundary S12.) Then from equation 22 with a boundary condition,
equation 21, for E21 we get
£12 = - a12 I
C-a12 - 1 4dS2 J1 X2C-0 (23)42 rJ;f7rC-0 812 0-2 alt r
where
I=1 (r-r').dm (24)
is the potential which would be produced by the sources in an infinite medium.
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In the limit that r is on the surface Sn , which is the case of interest, the integrands
in equation 23 have a singularity at r' = r. It can be shown, as is done in Appendix
III, that
921 f #(r') ! dSu = f 4(r') 921(!) dS, + 24r(r) (25)
for suitably smooth functions i1 for which the proper value of the integral (implied
on the right) exists. Now to satisfy the boundary condition, equation 21,
E12 = -- con + 2 __} * (26)
C-0 0'2 at
Equations 23 and 26 provide an integro-differential equation for the surface charge
wn(r) (2 + X2) awn(r) = ,(+K(r()r2o+ =2012at an0(r) + m 2K21(r, r ) e a51S22E0 2cr A 81 2e0
+f K2,(r, r') X2- l cn(r') dS'n (27)J12 2o2 cat
with
K2,(r, r') = c-2 21 (28)
for a field point r on the surface Sn . In the steady-state limit cl = 0 and equationait
27 becomes an integral equation for the unknown surface charge density on S12.
If this equation can be solved for a given source potential 4m, then the potential at
any point r can be evaluated using equation 22 with E21 = 0. It is shown in Appendix
II that the r' = r singularity in the integrand causes no difficulty in the evaluation
of +(r) for r belonging to the surface.
Note that in the steady-state limit the only reference to the dielectric properties of
region 2 lies in the source term 5m . Provided only relative source strengths are of
interest, the dielectric constant of region 1 need not be known in the steady-state
case but only affects the transient behavior.
B. Several Regions with Different Properties
In the preceding section, region 2 was surrounded by region 1 which was taken to
be air. We now generalize this result to the case where we have an arbitrary number
of regions (i, j) separated by surfaces (ij). The reader might find it instructive to
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consider only one additional region, called 3, contained within region 2 (see Fig. 3).
For example, region 3 might be the blood mass in the left ventricle. The potential
has contributions from the sources, the charges on all surfaces and the normal com-
ponents of induced polarization on all surfaces:
q(r) = 4(r) +-E1 oJj(r') dSii + eo(xiE + x,Ei) dSi (29)47reo (ij) r ,i r
where again we are using the notation of section II C to label regions, surfaces, and
normal components of the electric field at the surfaces. For example, E,s is the field
in region 2 at the surface 23 in the direction of the normal to the surface 23 drawn
from region 2 to region 3. The summation over (ij) in equation 29 includes just the
two terms 12 and 23 in the simple three-region case. Now insert the boundary condi-
s12
VEl O
FIGURE 3 An additional region, labeled 3, is added to
the situation shown in Fig. 2.
tion, equation 21, for the Ei,
+(r) = .4(r)+ I E |4irc-o is si
f;- oj)wi,(r') + (e, - e.) Oclo S(r')
at dS$,.) (0
(Oij- 'T,Xs) r .(0
We obtain an integral equation for the surface charges by forming Eij from equation
30
Eij =
-di3o (31)
and once again imposing the boundary condition of equation 21. If we treat the
singularities in the integrands as in Appendix II, we obtain for r on Si,
1 (oi + aj)oij(r) + (ei + ej) dw,,(r)
2 (Oiei -aj( i) = - aijom(r)
1 (ak - )Cok,(r') + (eA; -e- ) acok, (r')
+ - E |)k(') + (ek at K,,(r, r') dSk.. (32)2ks)Bb (OakE, OE)
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When forming the boundary condition (equation 21), it seemed clear that the
time-dependent term should be negligible. However we see that the time-dependent
terms appear in the equation in a more complicated way than in the boundary condi-
tion. On the left of equation 32 the relative size of the time-dependent term depends
on (-i + ej)/(aj + oi) which is certainly small. However on the right, relevant
quantity is (Ek - E&)/(0k -a,), and it is less clear that the time-dependent term can
be neglected.
Equation 32 reduces to equation 27 in the case where we have only two regions
and one boundary surface, and we set a, = 0, q = eo. In the three-region case we
have a set of coupled equations for W12 and W23 . It is clear that equation 32 applies
to the case of an arbitrary number of surfaces also, provided that we understand m
to be a generalized source potential (see equation 24)
4Xm(r)i=' (r - r') d,dmi(r')i47reiJ Ir- r'13(3
and include all surfaces in the set (ij).
The equations 30 and 32 are simplified by the transformation
W,j(r) = (i - ) oij(r) (34)(aic-j - ojci) 2
Physically this corresponds to working in terms of "total" charge rather than the
"free" charge. Then
+ a' W.j(r) + E- + 3 - Wij(r) = -ais4m(r)
-i - aj as-¢j Ait
K;j(r, r') [Wk,(r') + -W' ,(r ) dS'. (35)(kl) gk 0fk - oat
Equation 35 provides a basis for solving the general time-dependent problem with
any number of regions, arbitrary in shape. Each region is assumed internally homo-
geneous, linear, and isotropic in its conducting and dielectric properties. Thus lungs
and other organs may be represented.
The importance of the time-dependent terms is difficult to assess. Although these
terms in the equation are probably small, it does not necessarily follow that the
time-dependent solutions rapidly reach a steady state. This point is being studied
further.
For static problems the system of equations with time dependence omitted is the
exact, continuous form of the discrete equations obtained by Gelernter and Swihart
(4). The pitfalls involved in replacing the continuous formulation by a discrete ap-
proximation appear, however, to have been ignored by these authors. The difficulties
are discussed in the following paper (1). Note that if time dependence is omitted,
the dielectric properties appear only in the source term.
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The next section may provide a more efficient way to solve the problem. Instead
of solving first for the surface charge densities and then obtaining the potential, we
construct the integral equations directly for the potential. These equations, obtained
in a limited form by Barr et al. (2), are also subtle to treat numerically, as pointed
out in the following paper (1).
IV. THE INTEGRAL EQUATION FOR POTENTIAL
The integral equation for potential is obtained by applying Green's theorem suc-
cessively to the various regions in the model torso. As in section III, the equation
will be obtained first for a homogeneous torso surrounded by air and later for the
general case. However, before deriving the equations we digress in order to discuss
Green's theorem for a field point on the surface considered. The forms of the theorem
are such that it is not obvious that the resulting potentials are, as they must be,
continuous across the boundary, so it will be explicitly demonstrated that the po-
tentials have this essential property.
A. Green's Theorem for a Field Point on the Surface
Apply the divergence theorem to the difference 4V5', -4AV45 and obtain Green's
theorem in the form
f (OV'20 - OV2) dV' = f ( V' - 4I) dA. (36)
The operator V' acts on the coordinates r' of the source point. Consider , =
1/1 r - r' 1, which is written concisely as l/r. Then
f 0(r')V2 ! dV' =f! V'2s(r') dV + f [.(r')v'! - ! V'(r')]dS'. (37)
Consider first the left-hand side of equation 37. Since
V12(i) =-47r5(r - r'), (38)
then
f (rI)V'2 () dV' = {4T(r) (39)
depending on whether r is inside or outside V, respectively. The case of interest is
when r is on the bounding surface S (reS) in which case equation (39) is ambiguous
and, furthermore, singularities appear in the surface integral on the right-hand side
of equation 37. The prescription developed in Appendix III leads to the equation for
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the potential on the surface
-27w4(reS) = f ! V'2(r') dV' + L [O(r')V'I-r V' (r') ]dS' (40)
(see reference 3 for a more rigorous derivation).
Using equation 39, we obtain the potential at a point r within the volume V (reV)
to be
-47rck(reV) = f! V'20(r') dV' + f Lk(r')V -! VI(rI ldS'. (41)Jr L r r J
At first sight this appears inconsistent with equation 40, since r can be made arbi-
trarily close to S without affecting equation 41. Equations 40 and 41 might then
seem to give different potentials for points arbitrarily close together. However, the
second integral in equation 40 is the proper value, that is, it is taken over the dimin-
ished surface excluding the singularity. The integral in equation 41 is over the full
surface S. This contributes a difference of just - 27r4(r) on the right-hand side and
the equations are in fact consistent.
Note that the surface S which appears in Green's theorem are hypothetical and
need not correspond to a physical surface. In particular the Green's theorem surface
may be chosen just inside the physical surface if this is convenient.
Finally it may be noted that the potential given by equation 40 is continuous as
the Green's theorem surface passes through a physical surface. For example, for a
conducting region surrounded by a nonconducting region, there will be a layer of
charge on the physical surface
CO = -o(V4) , (42)
and inside the physical surface
(Vk)," = 0. (43)
If S is taken just inside the physical surface, equation (40) becomes [neglecting
sources within the physical volume and using equation (21)]
-27rq+(r) = 0 + f [O + ,V' (1)] dS'. (44)
If S is taken just outside the physical surface, the charges on the physical surface are
now within V and contribute in the first integral in equation 40
-
-co(r') 1 IfI[I1I
-27r(r) = J 60 r dS' + Js[-r v+ ov, 1 dS (45)
which, using equation 42, is the same as equation 44.
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Summing up this digression, we have presented Green's theorem for a point on
the Green's theorem surface S, and we have verified that the resulting integral equa-
tions are consistent with continuity of the potential across the Green's theorem
surface and also across a physical boundary with surface charge co.
B. Single Homogeneous Conducting Region Surrounded by Air
Choose the Green's theorem surface S just inside the physical boundary. In the
time-independent limit the normal derivative of the potential on S is 0 according to
equation 21. Equation 40 becomes an integral equation with Neumann boundary
conditions, and the potential is uniquely determined, apart from an unimportant
additive constant. If the sources within the Green's theorem volume consist of
polarization m(r'), then equation 40 becomes
+(r) = 2Xt(r) + f K'(r, r')O(r') dS' (46)
where
K'(r, r') = 2 a'Ir-' (47)
and
4Xm(r) = I (r - r')ddm(r ) (48)
This result, with the neglect of all time dependence, has been obtained by Barr
et al. (2). In the following section we generalize the result to include time-dependent
terms, and in addition we extend equation 46 to apply to an arbitrary number of
regions.
C. Multiple Regions
Consider now volumes Vi (i = 1 ... I) separated by surfaces Sij (j = 1 ... J(i))
in the notation of section II C. Furthermore we label the potential in Vi at the
surface Sij as 5ij, and, as before, the normal derivative in Vi at the surface S,j in
the direction from (i) to (j) is written cyij. Note that ij = cji but 9i, $ -cjigb.
Recall that the left-hand side of equation 54 is -47r4(r),- 27r(r), or 0 according
as r is within the Green's theorem volume, on the surface S or outside the surface.
Let r lie on Sij . First we choose the Green's theorem volume V to be Vi . Then a
minor generalization of equation 40 is
2ir4,(r) = -|Iv V'24(r') dV'
vkr
k-118k [O )(r)ai + aratqs(rf)] dS"h * (49)
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Next let V be Vj, and, with r still on Sij, we obtain
27roji(r) = - 2V' (r') dVrj
k [
- ~k(')k (r) +Q(r)a rk (r')] dS'kX (50)
and finally for V = V1, 5# i, j, and with reSij, we get
0 =I-1 V/2(r' ) dV'
+ :ISrk[ () k + ( a) dS4(rk)]dSk* (51)
(In general, there are many equations like equation 51.) The first integrals in equa-
tions 49-51 are the source terms which will be written
_-s J -dV V'24(r') = 47re6j(r). (52)
If each surface S separates two volumes, each surface appears twice in the three
equations 49-51. The boundary conditions
c-i+ + ejlj6 = coj (18 a)
and
Oi49io + cArjic =- (19 a)at
can be used to eliminate the potential gradients from equations 49-51. Multiply
equation 49 by ei, equation 50 by ej, and each of equations 51 by e, and add:
2xr(e, + ej)oij(r) = 47 EZeq, (r) + E f [ kkt{iEkak + es&k 1
+ - {'kOk& + E&OLk}cb(r)] dS', (53)
47r E e ctam(r) + f8I [ + 'E,Ckl -
(k,) k r
+ r!JWkt] dSL, (54)
using equation 18 a. The summation (L) is over all volumes V,, and the summation
(kr) is over all surfaces. The field point r is on Sij . Similarly, multiplying equations
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49-51 by the appropriate conductivity and adding, we obtain:
27r(o-i + 1j)4;j(r) = 4wr E ,O., (r)
+OE [ 1akiks+^&} + -a( 0k dSk. (55)
where equation 19 a has been used. All references to the surface charge densities
COk, can be eliminated by adding equation 55 and the time derivative of equation 54
to get
(ai + a,>0ii(r) + (fi + ej) a- j(r) = 2 O4,, (r) + e, (r)
+ E | t(a a-'O,k,(r') + (C-k E,) - k(r') Kk1(r, rV) dSk. (56)(ks) Bs dt
with
Kk,(r, r) = -5ak7 r - r ')
just the adjoint of the kernel for the charge integral equation defined in equation 28.
If the time dependence is neglected, equation 56 is an integral equation for the po-
tential on all the boundaries S. (Again the relative size of the time-dependent term
on the right depends on the factor (6Ek- C)/(Tk -a,), and the importance of these
terms is hard to estimate.)
Note that for an infinite homogeneous medium o-i = aj and ei = ej everywhere,
and equation 56 is just the potential due to the sources.
If the torso is modeled as a set of arbitrarily shaped regions, each region internally
homogeneous but differing from others in its conductivity and dielectric properties,
then equation 56 is an exact relation satisfied by the potentials on the surfaces. Barr
et al. (2) have obtained and solved numerically a two-region equation neglecting
time dependence. For static problems, equation 56 with the time dependence omitted
is the exact, continuous form of Barr's discrete equation.
V. SUMMARY
The integro-differential equations governing the potential produced on the torso
surface by a dipole source were derived from Maxwell's equations. The torso was
taken to be arbitrary in shape and to consist of various different, but internally
homogeneous, regions. Two forms of the integro-differential equations were ob-
tained: the "charge equation" (equation 35) and the "potential equation" (equation
56). It was not assumed a priori that the effects of the dielectric properties of the
medium were negligible. However, after using a variable transformation (equation
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34) it was shown that (apart from a scale factor on the source term) the dielectric
properties occur in the charge equation in time-dependent terms which are probably
negligible for the electrocardiological case. This was also found to be true for the
"potential equation." Thus, if the time-dependence is neglected, the problem can be
solved without knowing the dielectric properties of the regions.
APPENDIX I
In general E may be expressed in terms of a scalar potential 0 and a vector potential A:
E=-V aAat
Here
1 f [p]YdV
47reo r
wheaA [j] dVA=- r
where [p] and lj] are the "retarded" values of the source densities, to allow for the finite
propagation speed c of the fields.
Consider the situation where there is a time-varying electric field E. For simplicity assume
it to be of the form
E = (E) exp (iwt)
where (E) is some average value of the amplitude over the region of interest and w = 27rf
wheref is a characteristic frequency. (The general case can be constructed by superposition
of such Fourier components.)
Then
at 4jo - (oE) - dV = Moa(E)iw exp (icot) d4r (a/e)(Moe)(E)(R2) exp (iot)
where (R) is a characteristic dimension for the region of interest, approximately 0.3 m for
electrocardiography. But poe = 1/c2 and T = e/a so
aA Or(T/r)2(E) exp (ict)
where T is the transit time of a light signal across the region of interest. Using values f < 103
cps, r - 10-8 sec, T - 10 sec.,
at 10-(E) exp (ict)
which is to say that the vector potential contributes only 10-6 of the electric field. Thus, we
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may assume
E =
-VO
so that
V XE =0.
It may also be noted that retardation effects produce phase shifts of the order of Cr, which
iS 10-4 in the present case and thus quite negligible.
APPENDIX II
The charge conservation equation
at
using Ohm's Law becomes
a(V.E) + lap 0
at;
and in a dielectric
V.E = p/e
so that
p = poexp (-tir)
where
T = e/aT.
For body fat e - 80eo and a 4 X 10-2 ohm-1 m-l(see references 12-14) so that r -
2 X 10 sec. Furthermore we argue that p = 0 at all times. Imagine a source turned on at
t = 0. At t = 0+ the fields are those appropriate to a nonconducting dielectric medium and
satisfy Laplace's equation so
V2-(t= 0+) = 0 = p(t = 0+)
and the free charge is initially and always 0 within the conducting medium. The current
flowing from the sources is divergence-free at all times.
APPENDIX III
It is required to evaluate integrals such as a- r (r') -_ where S includes the singularan s r whieSI ius te snur
point r' = r. Separate the surface into two parts, a small disk D of radius 6 centered at r,
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and the remainder of S12 denoted by S12(-).
a f
~~~tS(r')rd'S n81(..)Ia DIr4(r dS'
an r- r' | n 12(-) dS' + any(r) r -r'
where i,t has been taken as constant over the small disk D. The first integrand has no singu-
larity, and the order of integration and differentiation may be interchanged. To evaluate the
second integral, consider a point a distance x along the axis of the disk
af dS Lim [a 5 2rydy1
an Ir - r L ax (X2 +y2)1/2j
= Lim [21r(x/Vx2 + 52 - 1>]
z-0
= - 27r.
The linit 5 -O 0 may now be taken without affecting the result. The integral evaluated over
the diminished surface S is called the "proper value" of the integral. The result appears as
equation 25.
It is easy to show that r' = r singularity in the integrand in equation 2 causes no difficulty
in the evaluation of +(r) for r belonging to the surface. Consider a small disk D of radius 5
centered at r.
f w(r') dS' - I (r') dS' + (r) f dS'
JI r- r'I J812(-)Iir-rI JDr - r
With the notation of Fig. 3
dSivI
-'
S
= Lim | 2ry(x2 + y2)-1/2dy
= Lim 27r[(X2 + y2)12]8 = 27r5
2>0~~~~~
z-.O
which can be made arbitrarily small by choice of 5.
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consider the effects of the induced polarization.
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